
A literacy plan, an overview of how I would plan this for myself. Follow it as long

it is useful!

Fun activities that build on literacy and STEAM. In many ways literacy skills and

STEAM skills overlap especially as kids are learning about shape and pattern

recognition along with their fine motor skill development.  

Materials included: colorful construction paper & dixie cups. 

Fine motor skills through tearing/ripping paper, gluing things together, and

coloring the dinosaurs.

Shape and pattern recognition. 

Phonetic skills (how to make the sound for the letter F). 

What's Inside:

These Activities Build:

Thanks to: Scholastics Dinosaur Themed Activities for 3-5 y.o., Jbrary , Chicago Speech Therapy,

Music and Sunshine, and Pattern Universe for the activities and songs!

F
 IS FOR
 FOSSIL

LITTLE READERS:



LITERACY PLAN

Today's letter is F.
Grab the Phonetics sheet (the next page) with the letters for Fossil to give your
kids a point of reference as you start talking about how it feels to say this word. I
recommend talking back and forth and use this a way to explore and discover. 
Here are some touch points for you as you are talking about how it feels to say the
letter /f/

The /f/ sound is a very visual sound and can easily be taught by pointing out
how the mouth moves while the sound is made.
When the /f/ sound is produced correctly, a small puff of air is released from
the mouth. Hold your child’s hand in front of your mouth as you make the sound
to let him feel the warm breath.

Use a mirror so they can see how it looks in their mouth when they say it. 
There are some great holiday tunes that really work with /f/ sound. Ex: Falalalala
Check out Chicago Speech Therapy for more tips. 

Phonetic Practice: Today's word: Fossil!
Cut out the letters and start with them far apart.
Say the letters in the word slowly and independently.

Slide them together  slowly and start bridging the gap between saying each letter

independently and letting them combine into one word.

I usually take 3-4 times of sliding them closer until they are one word.

Literacy Activities: I have put together fun hands-on activities the aid in shape and pattern

recognition. Use these activities to spread out literacy learning throughout the week. Fun is key here,

if either of you stop having fun take a break, switch activities, or just let the activity morph in what is

fun.  

Rhyming: Play a game rhyming "fossil"

Jostle, Tossel, Apostle.

Fossil is a much harder word to rhyme than other I have picked. So  don't worry about sticking to

real words, let them get creative and make up words to rhyme! 

Pick up any dinosaur book to read from the library to go along with this activity.

Play a game with them, start with the book upside down and backwards get them to tell you

how to hold it right. If they don't correct you, start trying to read it upside down and backwards!

Have them turn the page.

Follow along with your finger, and you can even have them sit on your lap as they have their

pointer finger ride your finger as you point out each word.  

My top dinosaur book pick for this week is:

 Baby paleontologist by Laura Gehl

Check out the songs we are singing during our dinosaur themed months at the end of the handout. 

I have included my plan so that you can do this independently with your child or check out
a previous reference video for extra guidance. The reference video is for the adults to
watch.  

https://pineriver.marmot.org/Record/.b60760734?searchId=116580302&recordIndex=1&page=1


PHONETICS PRACTICE: CUT OUT EACH LETTER 

AND LINE THEM UP TO SPELL "FOSSIL"





Cut along the dotted line.

Place the stegosaurus on top of the colored construction paper.

Based on where your child is at, use one of the following methods to cut the

stegosaurus out:

Use safety scissors and you can help them hold and cut or let them do this 

 on their own. This activity builds fine motor dexterity and coordination. Help

them as necessary but the more that you can let them do it themselves (even

with mistakes), the more they get to practice their fine motor skills.

If they find cutting with scissors easy, level them up to using a push pin to

outline the stencil and "cut" out the stegosaurus. This will enhance not only

fine motor skills, but also concentration and torpid grasp.

You can take this further by letting your child paint it with water colors, or add

“bones” (e.g., small sticks or pasta) to show the skeleton.  

Dino-dexterity:

Thanks to Printable Letters for the activities and songs!





What are sight words? Sight words are frequently used words and many of them

cannot be “sounded out.” Kids are expected to learn them by sight and read

without decoding them.

One of the most popular lists used for teaching sight words is a Dolch list. The

Dolch list contains 220 words (40 pre-K words, 52 kindergarten words, 41 words

to teach in grade 1, 46 in grade 2 and 41 in grade 3) and 95 nouns.

I have included the kindergarten sight words on the following page.

Make it a game of "I spy" while reading a book together, on the back of the

cereal box, or road signs. Get creative and have fun.

Do not work on sight words that look similar at the same time. Make it easy to

learn then add on these complications later when they are feeling confident.

Use the Dino Tracks as a stensil or freehand your own. Cut them out and write a

few sight words. From here you can turn this into a Dino Walk where they say the

word as they step on it. You can extend this by using these sight words to create

sentences or tell a story. They can make up a sentence including 1-2 sight words.

Build on the story together taking turns adding sentences.

Set your child up to cut out triangles with different colors of constructions paper.  

Put these on the stegosaurus outline as their back plates.

Challenge them to see how many different patterns they can make with these

colored back plates.

This is both identifying patterns and learning about the basics of math. 

Fill Dixie® cups 3/4 with water and a small Dino toy/or an object in the water. 

Freeze (be mindful of water expansion). 

Have your child excavate with turkey basters or medicine droppers (great fine

motor skills!), warm water, salt, kiddie knives (supervised), etc. Have your child

hypothesize how he or she thinks the tools will cause change (e.g., the salt vs the

warm water), to add more scientific thinking as well.

Tracking Sight Words
Sight Words:

Tips for learning sight words:

Math-a-saurus

Ice Fossils





You put your claws in

You put your claws out

You put your claws in and you scratch 'em all about

You do the Dino-Pokey and you turn yourself about.

That's what it's all about.

feet in/feet out/stomp them all about

teeth in/teeth out/chomp them all about

tail in/tail out/wag it all about

More verses: 

The Pteranodon's wings went FLAP, FLAP, FLAP,

FLAP, FLAP, FLAP, FLAP. FLAP, FLAP

The Pteranodon's wings went FLAP, FLAP, FLAP

All around the swamp.

The Tyrannosaurus Rex went GRRR, GRRR, GRRR,

GRRR, GRRR, GRRR, GRRR, GRRR, GRRR,

The Tyrannosaurus Rex went GRR, GRR, GRR,

All around the swamp.

The Triceratops horns went POKE, POKE,

POKE,POKE, POKE, POKE, POKE, POKE, POKE,

The Triceratops horns went POKE, POKE, POKE,

All around the swamp.

The Brontosaurus went MUNCH, MUNCH, MUNCH,

MUNCH, MUNCH, MUNCH, MUNCH, MUNCH,

MUNCH

The Brontosaurus went MUNCH, MUNCH, MUNCH,

All around the swamp. 

The Stegosaurus tail went SPIKE, SPIKE, SPIKE,

SPIKE, SPIKE, SPIKE, SPIKE,SPIKE, SPIKE,

The Stegosaurus tail went SPIKE, SPIKE, SPIKE,

All around the swamp

SONGS, RHYMES, AND FINGERPLAYS

LITTLE READERS LITERACY
Videos are posted Thursdays @ 10am

SUNG TO: HOKEY POKEY

A hungry dino walking down the streets. Singing

dino ditty ditty dum ditty do he's looking for

something good to eat. Singing dino ditty ditty

dum ditty do. He's big, he's big, he's strong, he's

strong. Won't be hungry very long.

DINO DITTY

SUNG TO WHEELS ON THE BUS

See you later, alligator (Wave goodbye)

In a while, crocodile

Give a hug, ladybug (Hug yourself)

Blow a kiss, jellyfish (Blow a kiss)

See you soon, big baboon

Out the door, dinosaur

Take care, polar bear

Wave goodbye, butterfly (Wave goodbye)

SEE YOU LATER


